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Diwaniyas in Kuwait

Ihave found that several Western expatriates, espe-
cially male diplomats, like to visit diwaniyas in
Kuwait. But what is the secret behind this passion?

This article reviews the role and importance of
diwaniyas. Diwaniyas in Kuwait hold a strong position in
political, social and cultural life, the formation of ideas
and discussions and sometimes decision-making accord-
ing to the prevailing circumstances.

I recalled the important role of diwaniyas while I was
reading a statement of a new diplomat in Kuwait, in
which he said he looks forward to visiting many Kuwaiti
diwaniyas. I believe he will undoubtedly be welcomed.
Kuwaiti hospitality is well known and diwaniyas are in
fact cultural, social and political spaces to hear what
Kuwaitis think and talk about daily. Also, Kuwaitis prefer
to welcome visitors in diwaniyas. Visitors feel that they
are welcome in their homes and this reflects the gen-
erosity and the Arab sense of hospitality. 

Diwaniyas are the perfect place to share ideas and
hold debates without fear or anxiety, as the diwaniya is
excluded from the law of gatherings, and it is not
required to take permission from the interior ministry
regardless of the number of people who gather in one
place. Also in recent years, Kuwaiti women have estab-
lished their own diwaniyas in modern Kuwait, which is
normal in light of the development of civil society. 

Diwaniyas have become more luxurious with modern
furniture and décor, but what matters to most Kuwaitis is
their content. In the past and before the discovery of oil,
men used to meet to discuss their businesses and prob-
lems. Kuwait had many diwaniyas that were well-known
as powerful, such as the diwaniya of the Al-Nisf family,
the diwaniya of Mulla Saleh and many others. 

Another major example of diwaniyas is Diwan
Marafie. It has played a fundamental economical and his-
torical role in Kuwaiti history. Also, it’s worth mentioning
that Diwan Marafie played a distinctive role during the
invasion of Kuwait in 1990 - it remained open and per-
formed its national duties, helping Kuwaiti families.

Even with the advent of social media, the diwaniya
maintains a strong influence in Kuwaiti society.
Diwaniyas are also cultural places where attendees wear
dishdashas or Western suits with ties. I know some may
not like the taste of Arabic coffee because it is a bit bit-
ter, but with good dates, it forms an acceptable mix and
an icebreaker to open talks.

Kuwaiti diwaniyas have been able to adapt to volatile
local situations, whether political, social or economic,
and created an environment for free discussions and
political criticism sometimes by Kuwaiti youth, especially
in light of its use by some opposition movements to
accommodate diverse opinions. I think this is normal and
must be accepted. Kuwaiti diwaniyas are an example of
how the values of a society can continue in the context
of development, moderation and social media. I encour-
age visitors who want to learn about Kuwait to visit
Kuwaiti diwaniyas, because they will feel the pulse of
Kuwaiti society.

The school year is fast drawing to a close, and while
many students are looking forward to three months of
freedom, many parents feel dissatisfaction and dis-

tress. The most common complaint heard regarding schools
in Kuwait is that they are too costly (private schools) or have
woefully inadequate standards (public schools). 

The government now seems to be addressing the mat-
ter of skyrocketing school fees. In February, Education
Minister Hamed Al-Azmi officially issued a decision freez-
ing all school fee increases for the 2018/2019 school year.
It’s unclear if that decision will stand, as in previous years,
the ministry announced a freeze on fees only to reverse
the decision later. 

Regarding standards, it seems difficult for one parent to
judge any but their own child’s education. There are signif-
icant concerns about the quality of the education children
in Kuwait are receiving in both the public and private
schools. But to generalize the concerns to all schools
would be unfair. There are some schools – both public and
private – that provide a quality education and there are
tens of thousands of teachers and school staff who work
assiduously to support students and to educate them in
what has become a fast-changing world of educational
standards and requirements. 

Perhaps one of the most important elements of school-
ing absent in Kuwait is the PTA system. Parent-teacher
associations are an invaluable resource for building a
thriving school community and providing a support net-

work to schools. They are common in most Western coun-
tries and indeed many of the ‘top tier’ schools in Kuwait
enjoy the support of a PTA. 

The arguments against PTAs that I’ve heard repeated
often go like this: Private schools in Kuwait are for-profit
businesses and we are all working parents, so why should
we volunteer to support their bottom line?  That may seem
reasonable, but it’s a flawed argument. Yes, private schools
in Kuwait are for profit and shareholders have the right
and expectation that the businesses they’ve invested in
give them a return. But at the same time, these schools are
educating our children. 

Whatever is good for the school will ultimately be good
for our kids. If the library has plenty of good quality books
and reading material, our children will have more to read.
If schools provide more after-school activities or options
for tutoring, our children will have a greater advantage in
these areas as well. 

Parent-teacher associations are typically voluntary and
rely on parents contributing time and effort to help the
school with areas like fundraising for extracurricular activ-
ities, volunteering in classes and charity events, field trips
and after-school programs. Parents can also contribute by
reading to students, giving lectures on their professions
and even organizing field trips to their places of work.  

Studies have shown that students with parents more
involved and engaged with their school tend to get better
grades, have fewer disciplinary problems and have greater
positive relationships with peers and teachers. This is
something that can only benefit all – students, parents,
teachers and schools. PTAs also help keep parents actively
engaged in supporting their children’s education, building
relationships with school administrations and teachers and
overall building a better, thriving school community to the
benefit of all.
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